Installation Instructions: Pillars and Pods with Edge Attitude Mount
Installation Instructions: 07+ Chevy/GMC

Model #13012 and 13013 are designed Chevy 07+ (velcro and screw)

STEP ONE: Remove stock pillar (screw is located under the cap at the top of the pillar).
STEP TWO: Attach the two pieces of Velcro, peel one side and attach to recessed pocket area of the Attitude mount.
STEP THREE: Install Attitude in pillar, press firmly to engage adhesive to back of display (do not press on LCD).
STEP FOUR: Use provided screw to hold pillar in place: (Don’y over tighten screw, Snug Only)

Installation Instructions: 99-02 Ford Super Duty

Model #13000 is designed to fit Ford SD 99-02 (velcro and ratchet fasteners)

STEP ONE: Attach the two Velcro pieces together. Peel back strip to expose adhesive from one side and attach to the recessed area of the mount
where the Attitude fits.
STEP TWO: Expose adhesive and install Attitude in mount. Press firmly to engage adhesive to back of Display (Do not press on LCD).
STEP THREE: Run wires between mount and pillar (extra space has been provided for wires).
STEP FOUR: Place mount on A-pillar in final position.
STEP FIVE: Along the top of the mount, drill a 5⁄32” hole through the mount and A-pillar.
STEP SIX: Press in Ratchet Fasteners.

Installation Instructions: 03-06 Ford Super Duty

Model #13001 is designed to fit Ford SD 03-06 (velcro)

STEP ONE: Attach the two Velcro pieces together. Peel back strip to expose adhesive from one side and attach to the recessed area of the mount where
the Attitude fits.
STEP TWO: Expose adhesive and install Attitude in mount. Press firmly to engage adhesive to back of Display (Do not press on LCD).
STEP THREE: Remove Handle from A-pillar (8mm bolts).
STEP FOUR: Run wires between mount and pillar (extra space has been provided for wires).
STEP FIVE: Place mount on pillar.
STEP SIX: Reinstall handle (The handle will catch the top edge of mount, holding it in place).

Installation Instructions: 03+ Dodge Ram

Model #13005 is designed to fit 2003+ Dodge Ram (velcro and long bolt)

STEP ONE: Attach the two Velcro pieces together. Peel back strip from one side and attach to the recessed area of the mount where the Attitude fits.
STEP TWO: Install Attitude in pod, press firmly to engage adhesive to back of Display.
-Do not press on LCD
STEP THREE: Run wires between mount and the stock A-pillar. There is a visible channel molded in for the wire.
STEP FOUR: Remove the lower cap and screw from the stock A-pillar handle.
STEP FIVE: Place mount over the stock A-pillar.
STEP SIX: Use provided (longer) screw to secure mount and A-pillar.

Installation Instructions: 98-02 Dodge Ram

Models #13008, #13009 are designed to fit 98-02 Dodge Ram (Velcro and rachet fasteners)

Your new A-pillar mount installs over the factory A-pillar. It is not a replacement.
STEP ONE: Remove the stock A-pillar
STEP TWO: For models with the Infinity speaker, remove speaker from A-pillar. Cut or grind down the raised speaker hole on the stock A-pillar to allow
the mounting of the new A-pillar mount.
STEP THREE: Hold the A-pillar mount in position on the factory A-pillar. Slight trimming of the A-pillar mount may be required for a perfect fit in some
applications. Drill 3/16” holes through the 4 corners of both the mount and factory A-pillar.
STEP FOUR: Attach the two pieces of Velcro together. Peel back from one side and attach to the recessed area of the mount where the Attitude fits.
STEP FIVE: Install Attitude in pod, press firmly to engage adhesive to back of Display (don’t press on LCD).
STEP SIX: The mount has clearance for the Attitude wires to be run down the back and through the bottom. Secure wiring to the back of the new mount.
STEP SEVEN: Insert ratchet fasteners through holes to attach mount to factory A-pillar.
STEP EIGHT: Re-install mount/factory A-pillar assembly, making sure wires are not pinched.
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Installation Instructions: Ford Super Duty 99-06 overhead console mount
Model #13002 are designed to fit 99-06 Ford Super Duty (2 velcro strips)

STEP ONE: Attach the two Velcro pieces together. Peel back strip to expose adhesive from one side and attach to the
recessed area of the mount where the Attitude fits.
STEP TWO: Expose adhesive and install Attitude in mount. Press firmly to engage adhesive to back of Display.
(Do not press on LCD)
STEP THREE: Apply Velcro to rear of Pod.
STEP FOUR: Clean window area where Velcro attaches.
STEP FIVE: Peal backing off Velcro.
Note: In step 6 be careful not to let Velcro touch windshield.
STEP SIX: Insert top edge of pod back into the space between the windshield and the metal roof edge, located under
the headliner.
STEP SEVEN: Feed wiring under headliner for several inches and slide pod into position above rear view mirror.
STEP EIGHT: Push pod firmly up against head liner.
STEP NINE: With pod firmly against head liner, press bottom of pod against windshield, apply firm pressure to bond
Velcro to window.
Note: Hold firm pressure for at least one minute. Continue running wiring under headliner and down a-pillar.
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